This note announces some results on the relationship between global invariants and local topological structure. The first section gives a local-global formula for Pontrjagin classes or L-classes. The second section describes a corresponding decomposition theorem on the level of complexes of sheaves. A final section mentions some related aspects of "singular knot theory" and the study of nonisolated singularities. Analogous equivariant analogues, with local-global formulas for Atiyah-Singer classes and their relations to G-signatures, will be presented in a future paper. 
algebraic variety and X can be any hypersurface. Let It is well known that for X a smooth manifold (locally) smoothly embedded in M, L(M, X) = L(X). On the other hand, even if X is a smooth manifold, there are large natural classes of embeddings X C M for which L(M, X) -L(X) must be highly nontrivial (7, 14, 15) . For example, the Lclasses of the various homotopy complex projective nspaces vary greatly from those of CPn, yet each embeds in CPn~l with degree 1 (and hence Euler class the canonical class).
The embedding X C M stratifies X as follows: a point x E X is in the (pure) k-stratum if k is the largest integer such that x has a neighborhood in (M, X) p.l. homeomorphic to Dk x c(F, G), with x corresponding to 0 x (cone point). By a component of a stratification we mean a connected component of one of the strata. Within each component V, the pair (F, G) (the "link" on V), is well defined up to P.L. homeomorphism and will be denoted lk(V). A signature invariant o-(lk(V)) E Z will be described presently. Let Y be a locally smooth (n -2)-dimensional submanifold transverse to the strata and dual to 4; this exists by transversality. The following is then a special case of the local-global formula: THEOREM 1. Assume X C M stratifies X with only evencodimension strata. Let I be the components V with dim V versity. These turn out to be finite-dimensional rational vector spaces. Further in Section 3 it will be shown that forj = (n -dim V -2)/2, this group has a nonsingular (-1)-symmetric bilinear form over 1, 4v say. We then define o-(lk(V))
to be zero in the skew-symmetric case and the usual signature of 4 in the symmetric case-i.e., the dimension of the positive define space less that of the negative definite one. 
THEOREM 1'. Under the hypothesis ofTheorem 1, but with no fundamental group hypothesis,
These results also hold for any refinement of the stratifica-3954
The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. tion of X defined above, with only even-codimension strata. They apply for M a variety and for X a (complex) codimension one subvariety. Similar results hold in the topological category, provided the existence of an appropriate stratification is assumed. It seems possible to extend these results to the case M singular, under suitable transversality restrictions on the intersection of X with the strata of M. Finally, these results have equivariant analogues for the G-signature and its associated equivariant characteristic classes; this yields a local formula for the Atiyah-Singer classes of ref. This result is proven by considering two superdual sequences of perversities going from n1 to 1. On even codimensions c, l(c) = n1(c) + 1. One sequence is obtained by increasing the values from low codimensions to high ones and the other by starting with high codimensions and working down. The sequences of successive "quotients" of complexes of intersection chains will then be dual as well. The main step in the proof of Theorem 2 is to use this duality several times to identify these successive quotients, up to quasiequivalence, as complexes of intersection chains.
Upon applying hypercohomology to the decomposition of Theorem 2 and suitably computing signatures, one obtains a signature formula that is precisely the equality of the constant terms in the formulas of Theorems I and 1'. The decomposition of Theorem 2 and hence the signature formula are sufficiently natural so that the full formula can then be derived.
This approach can also be used to produce yet richer characteristic classes than CD-valued L-classes for codimension two subpseudomanifolds; these refined L-classes take values in knot cobordism groups and also have local-global formulae (compare refs. 7, 9, and 15 and Theorem 4 below). These and their analytic interpretations will be discussed in a future paper.
Section 3. Singular Knot Theory
Let X2Cl C S2c+1 be a p.l. embedded pseudomanifold, and assume the embedding stratifies X with only even-codimension strata. By Alexander duality, an orientation of X determines a map H1(S2c+l -X) -* {t1tli E Z}; hence A becomes a local system over 52c+1 -X. It follows that the two groups, which turn out to be torsion modules over the principal ideal domain A, are isomorphic; hence, the natural map is also injective.
Combining Theorem 3 and superduality, we obtain a nonsingular torsion pairing B(s2c+1,X):IHM(s2c+l; A xHF(S 2c+ 1; A) -x2*F/A, F the quotient field of A. This pairing satisfies all the formal properties of the Blanchfield pairing of knot theory (11, 12, 16, 17) ; it is the Blanchfield pairing when X = S2c-1 and the embedding is locally flat. As in ref. 12 Mathematics: Cappell and Shaneson
